
TRAVERS SABINE CIRCUIT     
Topo50 Map: BR24 Kawatiri & BS24 Mount Robert                GPS: NZTM on WGS84 

Topo250 Map: Sheet 18 

How to get to START: From the Travers-Sabine Lodge in the middle of St Arnaud 

walk southwards through the property to get on to the footpath at the side of the stream 
and walk to your right – westwards. Five or ten minutes are required to get to the edge 
of Lake Rotoiti at Kerr Bay and the notice boards there indicate where to go.  

Rough description: A fit 6 day tramp by a group with average age of 68 years and 

the oldest just on 77 years – there was a plan to visit the Blue Lake but common sense 
prevailed. Basics were: 

Day From To Time Km Ascent Descent 

1 St Arnaud John Tait 8:35 25.1 659 549 

2 John Tait Upper Travers 3:50 7.1 500 250 

3 Upper Travers West Sabine 6:45 8.9 553 1070 

4 West Sabine Sabine 6:10 15.8 335 449 

5 Sabine Speargrass 5:40 12.8 734 223 

6 Speargrass St Arnaud 2:53 7.3 211 373 

  Totals 33:53 77.0 2992 2914 
 

 

Access 

 
Walk from the middle of St Arnaud down the track 

sign-posted to Kerr Bay to pick up the track for 

Lakehead Hut 

Day 1 was a really long day but it paid off as it made Day 2 much shorter – though not easy. With the rest had in the previous 

afternoon,  Day 3 turned out to be much easier with the climb up to the Travers Saddle done very easily whilst the massive descent 

to the west Sabine Hut proved to be relatively easy as it was so interesting.  Fears about the crossing of the Sabine on the “tree” 

were genuine but all made it with various degrees of aplomb and knee trembling – but no one failed or fell in.  The sandflies at 

Sabine Hut on the shore of Lake Rotoroa were “man-eaters” and made a dip in the lake an experience to be forgotten or avoided. A 

section of forest without signs of German wasps was found on Day 5 as was a huge long section of boardwalk with endless steps. 

Speargrass Hut would have been very pleasant if there had not been 22 trampers looking to sleep on the 12 beds. Day 6 started 

very early to escape a snorting snorer and proved quite an easy walk back out to the car park at the top of Robert Road. 

Day 1: St Arnaud to John Tait Hut via Lakehead Hut  
 

The walking started outside the Travers-Sabine Lodge (WP25645m) with about 10min or so 

to get down the stream-side track to Kerr Bay where there was a regroup at the shelter for 

a photo-shoot. There are quite comprehensive track and nature notice boards at the start 

of the track which heads off basically south along the edge of the lake on a tourist type 

track – but there are soon a few rooty sections and minor slopes.  Progress is rapid on this 

very good track through beech forest and within an hour there is an open area (WP26625m) 

giving views of the lake back to Kerr Bay.  The track remains quite fast but by the time a 

small stream is crossed (WP27627) it becomes undulating and rocky.  Forty-five minutes 

later is the water-taxi jetty (WP28727m) for Lakehead Hut plus a sign board stating the hut 

is only 15min ahead and there are views of Coldwater Hut across the lake 

Lined up with wet start 

 
Lakehead Hut 

 

As can be seen Lakehead Hut (WP30632m)is within grassy flats, these are quite extensive 

spreading up the Travers River and would have been for sheep grazing.   The hut has a 

very good feature, which is found at other huts in the area, in that it has a covered and 

screened boot room so that gear can be better stored – and dried out – than the normal 

hooks on an open deck.  The route now passes through a lot of the grassy meadow area 

and enters the trees again (WP31645m) after 4:15min total walking time.  After this things 

do get a little bit tricky at times with one which requires a lot of care at around 5:20min.  

This section is on a minor bluff / rocky outcrop and there are chains to assist, the chains 

are essential at the latter part as the descent to the swing bridge (WP32677m) is 

particularly testing.  However there are no obvious aids at the exit from the swing bridge 

and in wet weather this sloping exit is treacherous. 

 

Chains to get on to swingbridge 

 

At this time the junction going off right is to 

the Angelus and Coldwater Huts. Much of 

the forest walk through here is a bit boring 

but 30 minutes after the swing bridge there is 

a large land-slip (WP33714m) to cross.  One 

hour after this another swing bridge 

(WP34725m) is crossed to arrive at the 

junction to Hopeless Hut off right. The next 

couple of hours are a bit taxing due to time 

on the feet but in about 8:35min the John 

Tait Hut (WP35801m) is reached. This hut is 

quite similar to the Lakehead Hut but there is 

an amazing pile of debris to be seen from an 

avalanche which obviously nearly took the 

hut out. 

 

Avalanche debris from hut deck  

 



Day 1 Map and Google Earth Image with GPS data 

  

 

 
Tranquil Lake Rotoiti 

 

Grass Flats Travers Valley 

 

John Tait Hut 

 



 

Day 2: John Tait Hut to Upper Travers Hut 

First thing in the morning the John Tait Hut (WP36801m) was visited by both a robin and 

tom tit and it was on up past the toilets with their obvious contribution to the odour in the 

air on to a rocky, mucky track with quite a few gnarly roots. Within 20min or so the 

junction (WP37838m) to the Cupola Hut was passed then it was into an avalanche area 

with warnings about not stopping and soon a metal bridge was crossed. One hour later 

there is a junction (WP38967m) with the Travers Falls signed downslope which takes only 

a minute or so to view, but it is steep. The steepness then continues as the route gets up 

round the top of the feed for the falls using eroded channels. Twenty-five minutes later 

there is another metal bridge (WP39984m), metal due to the risk of avalanche damage, 

then the track does improve a bit. 

About to exit John Tait Hut 

 
 

Day 2 Map and Google Earth Image with GPS data 

  

 

 
The walking gets progressively rougher and the slopes steeper as altitude is gained 

and in 2:15min a gully (WP401075m) in the open is crossed and 15mins later yet another 

metal (WP411099m)bridge is crossed still on “grunty” track in wet beech forest. About 

one hour further on and over another hundred metres of ascent (WP421233m) a deeply 

incised stream with steep banks is crossed. The upwards drag continues but then the 

bush-line is reached at a small stream (WP431320m) with the first view of the Upper 

Travers Hut (WP441320m).  This is a good hut with 2 

 bunk rooms, huge kitchen with ample table space and seating plus a wood-burner if 

needed.  Fifty metres up the track towards the Travers Saddle there is a small stream 

with an excellent pool on the left hand side for bathing and dunking bruised or tired feet 

and legs. 

Metal bridge 

 



Travers Falls 

 

Woodshed Upper Travers Hut 

 

Upper Travers Hut 

 
First view Upper Travers Hut 

 
Avalanche debris near hut 

 

Dodgy country 

 



Day 3: Upper Travers Hut to West Sabine Hut via Travers Saddle 

 

On and up from Upper Travers 

 

This is the day most people treat with respect as 

it is a stiff climb (553m ascent) up to the saddle 

then a very long way down (1070m descent) to 

West Sabine Hut. From Upper Travers 

(WP451330m) the route is almost due west to get 

over the small bridge and stream then 

immediately ascending commences in a south 

westerly direction firstly in tussock then on to 

open rocky slopes. The first respite comes at 

1:20min when there is a slight shelf (WP461748m) 

with “level” slopes. Then the upwards continues 

on scree slopes and in boulder fields.   

 

Mt Travers from the saddle 

 
 

The high tops 

 

The small tussock summit plateau 

(WP471795m) is easily reached within 

1:30min and offers spectacular views in 

all directions – the way forward and down 

is marked by small twin cairns.  Three 

hundred metres are lost in the next hour 

but although it is steep in places it is a 

relatively easy descent firstly westwards 

then more to the Northwest whilst 

offering views of the highest peaks 

around.  At around 2:40min whilst on an 

open stretch of narrow contour track the 

“Avo Detour” (WP481486m) is reached. 

 

The Avo detour 

 

This detour offers the choice of going down through the trees on a reasonable track, obviously with the trees for support on the 

slope or following the poled route in the open which is steep, called scree, but really more a rocky or gravelly very steep area 

exposed to avalanche at the relevant time of year. Strong legs are required and this 285m section can be descended in just over 

half an hour (WP491203m) – it was quicker than the forest detour but not for the faint-hearted – and the lower detour marker 

(WP50965m) was soon reached on the reasonable ridge track.  From here on slopes are more gentle and the track improves but 

there is still a long way to go with a wood bridge (WP51850m) crossed after 5 hours or so, a small unmarked track (WP52716m) 

going off right whilst rounding the snout of the ridge from the Sabine to West Sabine Rivers and soon there is level walking at the 

side of the river.  The sign and remains (WP53678m) of the old swing bridge over the West Sabine River can now be viewed with 

thoughts of what might be in store for next morning. Five minutes later the West Sabine (WP54685m) Hut is reached. 

Level walking on shelf area 

 



Day 3 Map and Google Earth Image with GPS data 

 

 

 

 



Day 4: West Sabine Hut to Sabine Hut on Lake Rotoroa 

West Sabine Hut 

 

From the West Sabine Hut (WP54685m) it is 5 

min walk back down the wide avenue of 

trees to where the bridge used to be; it now 

lies wrecked by a huge tree with only a small 

part on the southern bank usable to get on to 

the gravel banks.  The choice is now to either 

get up on to the tree conveniently straddling 

the river or risk getting wet feet.  Some can 

nonchalantly wander over with full pack, 

some freeze on it whilst others sit and shuffle 

over. 

Tree bridge 

 
Approach side remains 

 

Far side remains 

 

Balancing acts 

 

Wrecked tower 

 
Once the trauma of the tree bridge is behind and the legs again working the track offers easy walking due north in the beech forest 

and soon a wooden bridge (WP55614m) on a side stream is reached just after passing two huge boulders in the main river. It is then 

a long gentle descent in good beech forest without too many features to spot until another bridge (WP56534m) is used after 3:32 

minutes which has what looks like a good swimming pool near it.  About an hour later on a NNE tack a large meadow is passed 

through with the exit (WP57521m) on a wood bridge in the top NW corner.  Ten minutes after this there is a bit of a grunt up and 

away from the very eroded steep river edge to get some level walking (WP58597m). 

D’Urville track junction 

 

The gentle descent continues with the next 

feature being the junction where the D’Urville 

Track is indicated going off left to the west 

(WP59500m).  The walking is now more or less 

on the level but it takes some time before the 

first view of Lake Rotoroa is obtained and 

before this the gorge of the Sabine River 

presents amazing views of the stunningly blue 

water. The Sabine Hut (WP60469m) was 

reached in 6:10min but the bush telegraph had 

been working and the voracious sandflies were 

waiting in ambush. 

Stunning colour of Sabine River 

 



Day 4 Map and Google Earth Image with GPS data 

  

 

 

Wide gravelly Sabine Valley 

 

Fungal growth almost as writing 

 



Day 5: Sabine Hut to Speargrass Hut 

The Sabine Hut (WP61464m) is large, again with two bunk rooms and adequate space for all, and has 

the luxury of a radio to call up a water-taxi from Rotoroa if the legs go on strike. Another feature is the 

“electric toilet” – it took some time to work out that the toilet on the left had a wind-driven ventilation 

fan whilst the one on the right was solar powered so it did not run at night.  However the most 

memorable thing at Sabine was the legions of very aggressive, voracious sandflies which made trying 

to have a dip in the lake torture. Walking the track to the NE away from the hut reaches the junction 

(WP62484m) for Rotoroa to the left and Speargrass uphill to the right in about 10min. About an hour 

out there is almost level walking when the track passes through what looks like two gateposts 

(WP63708m) in an area well blackened with honey dew beetle and evidence of wasp presence. Thirty 

minutes later the slopes are virtually behind and one of the swampy ponds (WP64801m) of this area 

lies to the right of the track.  This section seems to go on for quite some time till in 3 hours a wooden 

swing bridge (WP65857m) is crossed on the Cedric Stream just after a very well benched section of 

track which looks like it might have been a pack-route. 

Electric Toilet 

 
Hobbit shelter guarding bridge stanchion 

 

Another wood bridge (WP66902m) is crossed 

45 minutes later followed by yet another bridge 

and a section of boardwalk as altitude creeps 

back up to exceed 1,000metres when two 

small wooden bridges (WP671007m) are used 

on a good “shelf or contour” track running 

parallel to the stream line.  There is now a bit 

of level walking (WP681042m) and for the next 

15 – 20 minutes there is non-ending boardwalk 

with steps passing through boggy sphagnum 

type moss – there is a seat near the top of this 

(WP691067m) where good views can be seen. 

 

Boardwalk seat 

 

The end of the boardwalk (WP701086m) does not coincide with the high -point 

(WP711127m) on this well benched section of track but soon it is downhill on a 

series of zig-zags to reach Speargrass Hut (WP721075m) in just on 

5:40minutes. 

Speargrass Hut is quite modern and has wonderful backdrops with the views of 

the Robert Ridge.  However the accommodation is totally inadequate for its 

location.  Trampers come in from three directions; from St Arnaud, from Sabine 

and down from Angelus and the 12 bunks need to be at least doubled to 

ensure that most people can at least get somewhere inside the hut to sleep. 

On the night of this tramp there were 22 trampers around so there were people 

sleeping in the trees downhill a bit, some on the deck whilst others survived on 

the floor of the hut and the lucky few had bunk space.  
 

Relaxed lunchtime trampers 

Speargrass Hut and Robert Ridge 

 

Sarah 

 

Jill 

 
The Hobbit 

 

Ken 

 



Day 5 Map and Google Earth Image with GPS data 

 

 

 



Day 6: Speargrass Hut to Mount Robert car park 

To add to the over-crowding in Speargrass Hut (WP731079m) 

there was also a snorting high decibel snorer and a few people 

managed to escape with their bedding on to the deck – others 

were trapped inside.  Accordingly all were ready to roll well 

before dawn to get some rest and respite, well the respite came 

but within 5min the rest was taken away with mud, roots and 

steep slopes near the junction (WP741052m) to the Angelus Hut. 

The first of many stream crossings (WP75946m) was 

encountered in an hour then it was in and out, up and down 

over the side streams. It was back to the river 10mins after this 

to an open area below a massive landslip (WP76863m) and the 

track stayed near the water after this with notices for an up-and-

over “flood-route” noted as WPs77 and 78, however river flow 

was low so the indicated route was ignored. 

Keen to go and it is still dark 

 
One more taken out 

 

 

Minutes later the track slowly started to move away from the 

stream line and uphill (WP79812m) to the NE and the blackened 

trees reappear as indications that there were honey dew beetles 

and wasps in the area – a long way before this must have been 

wasp free for the “blackening” was not obvious. 

At just over two hours walking a largish valley was passed 

through (WP80851m) and it was a fair grunt getting up and out of 

this valley.  All thoughts and feelings were that the end must be 

near but it proved to be quite elusive and the car park at the top 

of Robert Road did not appear for another 50minutes after 

2:53mins walking and the welcoming party plus transport was 

good to see as it meant the 80odd km tramp was over. 

 

 

End of the trail 

 



Day 6 Map and Google Earth Image with GPS data 

 

 

 

 
Notes:  GPS = Garmin GPSMap 60CSx     WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit     masl = metres above sea level  

 


